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Pelvis and pelvic floor is an emotional organ that saves all
our experiences, both pleasurable and traumatic, from the
moment of our conception.

Resolving old trauma and restoring healthy pelvis,

support healing of our emotional self.

Shadow of our emotional
self - guilt and shame,
manifests as pelvic pain,
bladder issues, menstrual
problems, erection
dysfunctions, orgasm
difficulties. Shadow is there
to be seen and to inform us.



PELVIS WORK

The right to feel
and to act

ROUTE: EXPERIMENTATION

In a lively, creative, and very
effective form of somatic
bodywork, we will combine body-
oriented sexual counselling with
sexological bodywork. 

With various methods of touch,
de-armouring, anatomy
learning, movement, sound,
process work, you will allow
your pelvis to relax and
emotions to be released and
transformed.



PELVIS WORK

Session structure

ROUTE: EXPERIMENTATION

introductory talk to specify together
the learning field and goals,
mindful full bodywork (including
genitals) focused on pelvic work
closing talk: sharing, reflections,
future direction.

A session lasts between 2 -3 hours.  I
recommend five sessions pack (every
two to three weeks)  for the best learning
outcome with time for integration and
continuing process support.

Session contains:

I work fully clothed. 
I wear a mask on your request. 



I am a scientist, bodyworker, ecstatic shaman. My purpose is to support
you to uncover your true potential. My mission is to reunite
consciousness-based healing practices with modern science. In my
interdisciplinary approach I merge yin & yang, masculine & feminine,
wisdom & knowledge.
I combine mindfulness-based approaches, somatic and body centered
therapies, conscious movement, sexological bodywork, individual and
collective trauma healing, shamanism and herbalism.
My passion for knowledge resulted in 15 years of scientific experience in
the area of biomedicine. My search for deeper meaning and own healing
drove me to study integrative approaches and non-materialistic sciences
in the past 5 years. 

Welcome dear Traveler

I'm Kasia and I love life
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email: hello@kasiakopanska.com

phone: +41 76 465 07 78

www: kasiakopanska.com

Dr Kasia Kopanska
Zürich, Switzerland



Sessions Location

Golden Spirit Praxis

There is a bathroom with shower.

Provided: towels, toiletries, lungi (fabric to wrap during the bodywork), tea,

snacks.

The room is thoroughly cleaned and disinfected before and after each session.

Info

Car: There are public parking spots around the location.

Public transport: Stop Dangelstrasse (8 minutes from Bahnhof Wollishofen).

By foot: 23 minutes from Bahnhof Wollishofen.

Arrival

Albisstrasse 166 

8038 Zürich, Wollishofen

Switzerland

https://goo.gl/maps/4h4P53pUJ7jJpxZU9
https://goo.gl/maps/4h4P53pUJ7jJpxZU9
https://goo.gl/maps/4h4P53pUJ7jJpxZU9
https://goo.gl/maps/4h4P53pUJ7jJpxZU9

